
          Asking Questions of “SECURITY” in Nigeria: The United States Version 

It is important to define and codify security in Nigeria. Defining and codifying security 
provide platform for every engagement with security by all and sundry. Security is not and 
should not be an ordinary word. Security is not a given. Security carries the weight of 
securing everything that concerns human being. Security can and should be loaded with 
context specific issues agreed on by group. Security should be used to reflect the needs of 
the society. Thus each society should and must provide its philosophy of security within 
the issues it considered insecurity that security should address.  

Defining entails providing security with nature, meaning and purpose or philosophy. A 
security philosophy answers these questions: what is security, whose security, what counts 
as security issues and how security can be achieved. The security philosophy shall cover 
three aspects. They are legislation, policy and strategy.  

However, to arrive at security philosophy for Nigeria, I have argued and urged that the 
nature, meaning and purpose of security should emanate from the History, Experience 
and Reality (HER)1 of Nigeria. I equally noted that adopting the HER approach to 
constructing security is incumbent on Studying, Thinking, Observing and Comparing 
(STOC)2

The law specify the focus of security and ensure that every aspect of human endeavour has 
security objective taken from the security law for attainment. Once the security law is 

 the philosophy of security of other countries – particularly those we seek to 
imitate such as the USA and Europe - to enable us appreciate Nigeria’s peculiar condition. 

Of these three, security legislation is matter for the STATE while policy and strategy are 
matters for the GOVERNMENT of the day. The state is the amalgam of the constituents 
i.e. the PEOPLES that make up the country. What constitute security for the people – the 
sovereign state – is agreed and enshrined into law. This security law guide the conduct of 
the government elected to express the will of the sovereign within its term limit.   

The security legislation answers the questions what is security, whose security, what counts 
as security issues and how can security be achieved. To give security firm foundation, it is 
necessary to enact security law for the country. These questions constituting the 
philosophy of security must pass through the process of legislation in order to create the 
security law of the country. In particular, the first three questions cut across legislation 
and policy and should be enshrined in the law providing for security for the country.  

                                                           
1 Visit http://adoyionoja.org for the article “security based on History, Experience and Reality (HER)”on the sub-link “STRIPPING” 
2 I recently rearrange the concept to read Study, Think, Observe and Compare (STOC) in my inaugural lecture titled “Security: Framing 
a Middle Belt of Nigeria Perspective” scheduled for 17th April 2019. The rearrangement is necessary because the concept is a work-in-
progress. The previous edition did not have the “compare or comparison” part. For the previous edition – visit the sub-link 
“ADONOSTRA” for the article “growing security and security studies: resource person – reading/studying, observing and thinking” on 
Http://adoyionoja.org  
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passed, the law becomes enforceable. Once legislated into law, security, considered a realm 
of politics in some countries - a function of the history, experience and reality (HER) that 
enabled the construction of security in these countries - should be beyond politics since it 
is a law of the country. However, the courts are available to intervene and interprete 
whenever the letters of the security law becomes contested. 

The second area that should be covered by security philosophy is security policy. The 
question how can security be achieved is policy-oriented. As a policy oriented question, it 
is the domain of politics. Even as this could be politicised, the letters of the security law 
should guide the policy put in place to enforce the law. As Bill Clinton once noted, 
effective governance is the result of getting the politics and policy right. For the security 
policy, the law is there to guide the policy. In coming out with security policy, every 
government must ensure it is in tandem with the security law. 

The third area covered by the security philosophy is the question of strategy. It is the 
government that come up with policy and strategy and government is term restricted and 
transient on the basis of the will of the sovereign. Therefore strategy and policy will not 
only come and go. Policy and strategy on security would also vary. However, both policy 
and strategy should and must adhere to the letters of the security law. However, every 
policy area must have its security objective to accomplish within the security law. 

The preceding becomes the compass for engagement with security at all levels and by 
individual, group and community. Security is then used in precise and definite manner 
and known to all and sundry and not just the confusion and/or the esoteric exercise it is 
in Nigeria. 

One example of a codified security philosophy is the National Security Act (NSA) of the 
United States of America. This NSA was passed in 1947. The Act represented an exercise in 
the construction of security for the country. The Act was the sum total of the past, 
present and future of all that represent security for the United States. The law guided and 
is guiding the construction of security policy of every government since it was passed by 
the Congress.  

The law is the platform for the practice and conversation on national security by 
Americans. National Security as it is known in the United States conveys definite meaning 
for government and citizens. National Security is not ambiguous and esoteric. While 
National Security is centred on the military, intelligence and law enforcement or MILE, 
the MILE’s philosophy is to project, promote, advance and above all else defend the 
pursuit of the American Dream3

                                                           
3 See the article “a little new light on the dark and darkening matter called security in Nigeria: a perspective on the founding of the 
United States of America’s security and lessons for Nigeria”, on the sub-link “STRIPPING” on 

 wherever it is in the world. Thus economic, political, 
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social, intellectual, cultural and military policies have security objectives taken from the 
security policy of the government that is derived from the National Security Act. 

By 1947 when the National Security Act came into being, the United States had pretty 
much established and consolidated the making of prosperity (the American Dream) and 
on the threshold of entering the next level – the world level - of the search for prosperity. 
The United States felt that the further expansion of prosperity would be threatened by the 
insecurity lurked in the world horizon hence the search for security that the NSA 
represented.  

In putting security first before prosperity as in the “security and prosperity…” replete in 
the contents of the US governments engagements with Americans and in bilateral and 
multilateral relations, the United States underscored the issue that stand in the way of the 
continuation of its eternal search for prosperity for Americans. Thus the security of the 
United States is a microcosm of its history, experience and reality since it was established. 

This is the security the United States sells to the world in all of its engagements in every 
sphere of human endeavour. When America offers to enter into cooperation with 
countries of the world, implicit in this cooperation is security objective. In enlisting to 
joining bilateral and/or multilateral relation with the United States, countries of the world 
are willing tool in the attainment of the many security objectives of the United States 
embedded in the relations.  

The irony is that most of these countries do not see or understand what is lurked behind 
the type of security cooperation offered to them because they lack their own philosophy 
of security and believe in the universality of America’s national security philosophy. In 
return, these countries get equipment, training and fund useful to fulfilling their part in 
advancing and securing the US national security interest. One instance of this security 
cooperation is the one offered by the European Union that made Mali the southern 
border of the European Union. 

There is therefore preciseness on the intent and purpose of pronouncement on national 
security in the United States. I sampled one such pronouncement under the Clinton 
presidency in order to explain the lacunas that exist in the absence of security philosophy 
in the use of security in Nigeria. 

In one of President Clinton’s State of the Union address on the subject of national 
security, he asked Congress for “funds to guard computer networks against terrorists, and 
to protect communities from chemical and biological attacks; to increase research into 
vaccines and treatments; to increase the Nunn-Lugar nuclear safety program by two-



thirds; to support the Wye River accord; and to reverse the decline in military spending 
that had begun at the end of the Cold War…”  

The issues addressed by President Clinton were critical to the United States national 
security philosophy then. They are still critical today. It should be recalled that President 
Clinton’s administration midwifes not only the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end 
of the Cold War. The administration ushered in the new millennium. These two events 
carried implications for United States security.  

Most of America’s infrastructures were computerised. America’s enemies which had 
diversified since the end of the Cold War considered every aspect of US facility legitimate 
target through hacking and virus attack; the Nunn-Lugar nuclear safety programme was 
to strengthen control and access to nuclear, chemical and biological material to non state 
groups following the collapse of the Soviet Union that allowed smaller weaker countries 
from the defunct Soviet Union to inherit nuclear, chemical and biological facility they 
cannot manage; the request for fund for research into vaccines and treatment was pre-
emptive of the nature of threat that the US would confront; while the Wye River accord 
was the sponsored talk between Israel and Palestine over security for the former and land 
for the latter; and the reverse of spending in defence that had decline with the end of the 
Cold War – a development that weakened America’s capability around the world.  

These issues are still ongoing as they constitute issues of national security vulnerability 
and hence threat. America still confront threat to its computerised infrastructures; non 
state groups are still trying to access to nuclear, chemical and biological material from 
defunct Soviet states as well as countries such as Iran and North Korea; Israel is still 
endangered from most countries of the Middle East as America works to ensure security 
for Israel and land for Palestine; and Trump’s America First national security policy has 
reversed the decline in spending on the military with a budget of over $700 billion and 
proposed the creation of the United States Space Force (USSF) as the space warfare service 
branch of the United States Armed Forces which is intended to have control over military 
space operations. The USSF would be the sixth branch of the United States Armed Forces 
and the eighth American uniformed service to add to the existing services of the United 
States’ military.  

National Security is therefore not mistaken in the United States. National Security fuses 
National Interests and pursues this everywhere in the world.  

 


